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The Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID) or Pertubuhan 
Perekabentuk Dalaman Malaysia (PPDM) is the national body representing 
the dynamic and artistic world of interior design in Malaysia. 

It is a merger and endeavour between two bodies comprised of Interior Designers Institute 
of Malaysia (Institut Perekabentuk Dalaman Malaysia or IPDM) and the Malaysian Society 
of Interior Designers (MSID).

MIID envisions a set of people who are modern in their approach and simultaneously 
knowledgeable and appreciative of the creative world of interior design. 

To steer the society towards the vision, MIID has been conducting a tremendous amount of 
programmes to educate and enhance ties between the public and professional members 
alike. 

The programmes include:

• A lecture series where invited speakers share their knowledge and the future of the 
industry.

• Exhibitions highlighting members’ work and other subjects of current interest.

• Workshops, seminars and conferences to provide a platform for discourse and 
discussion.

• An official design magazine to showcase members’ work and the design world at large.

• Social media (i.e.) a website for MIID and a Facebook page.

• Developing since 1989, an education policy with academic programmes geared towards 
training interior designers for design excellence.

• Providing an advisory role between the Malaysian interior design profession and 
statutory/professional bodies e.g. Board of Architects Malaysia (Lembaga Akitek 
Malaysia), Fire Department ( Jabatan Bomba), etc. via the Architects Act 1967 of the 
Laws of Malaysia (Act 117).

• Actively engaging with international and regional design bodies (e.g.) International 
Federation of Interior Architects/Designers (IFI), International Design Alliance (IDA), 
Asia Pacific Space Designers Alliance (APSDA), etc. to promote and develop the interior 
design profession.
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This year’s MIID REKA Awards 2016 received an 
impressive response from corporate and non-corporate 
members alike. The year 2016 marks a great significance 
to MIID’s profile as the institute tied-up with new Co-
Branding Partner C.I.S Network Sdn Bhd, branding the 
awards as “MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards 2016”. I feel 
that this collaboration is a momentous one, as HOMEDEC 
has always shown great support for the Interior Design 
profession, and for that, we would like to extend our 
heartfelt thanks to our Co-Branding Partner. 

MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards 2016 is a platform for 
both professionals and our members to showcase 
their impressive work. It is an initiative of MIID to give 
recognition to the interior designers by providing a 
platform for healthy competition. This is another effort 
that reflects MIID’s pursuit of excellence in the interior 
design industry. 

Overall, I am definitely impressed with the works 
submitted and I am proud to say that Malaysian Designers 
have elevated the industry to be at par with, if not better 
than, the international designers. The completed projects 
were beyond the high expectations of the esteemed jury 
panel. Our Interior Designers have improved to a great 
level. The design sense, practicality, human feelings 
toward space, user’s emotions, space planning, traffic 
flow and budget are all well-coordinated to produce 
desirable outcomes. Consequently, the interior space for 
the comfort of people is achieved. 

It is apparent that there was an imbalance in the number of 
entries this year especially for categories such as Leisure 
& Entertainment (1), Hospitality (2), Residential (2) and 
Adaptive Reuse (2) as compared to Food & Beverage, 
Corporate Office, and Retail & Exhibition where the 
numbers ranged from 7-11. It is hoped that there will be an 
increase in entries for the aforementioned categories for 
the years to come. 

However, we still accumulated a reasonable amount of 
submissions overall, with a total of 87 corporate and 
non-corporate submissions, together with a staggering 
43 entries in the students’ category from 8 different 
universities (close to a 40% increase from 2015).

This year’s award also saw the inclusion of a new category 
– Open Category (Design Innovation). This has been 

introduced to the list of awards to provide an opportunity 
for non-corporate members to display their works and 
MIID garnered 29 entries in this category. 

Other than the new category, we also have this year’s 
REKA Awards for Industry Excellence (RAFIE) with the 
aim to recognise our builders, suppliers and industry 
partners that have contributed to the Interior Design 
industry. The workmanship and management of interior 
design projects as a whole are now professionally handled 
and are able to produce quality products on both the local 
and international scale. 

On behalf of MIID and the REKA Awards Committee, I 
would like to express my sincerest thanks and appreciation 
for an excellent job done to all jury panelists comprising of 
Ar. Chris Yap, Mr. Ooi Boon Seong, Mr. James Jao, Ar. (Dr) 
Mohd Zulhemlee An, Ir. Ahmad Izdihar Supaat, and Ar. Ang 
Chee Cheong who have critically analysed, professionally 
assessed, and meticulously judged the submissions based 
on their invaluable experience in interior design. 

My warm gratitude also goes to the professional and 
non-corporate members whose works took many days or 
weeks of planning and execution up till the materialisation 
of the final outcome. Congratulations to all the winners. 

Finally, I would like to thank and congratulate the REKA 
Awards Committee Members, namely Mr. Ooi Boon Seong, 
Puan Sharifah Suzana Simmonds, and Ar. Hj. Abdul Halim 
Suhor. I would also like to thank the MIID Secretariat and 
staff members, namely Sharon, Yaniz, Ifran, Adilla, Aniza, 
and Siti for their incredible effort in making numerous 
arrangements, compilation and preparation of documents 
during the pre- and post-judging procedure. 

See you next year for MIID REKA Awards 2017. 

Thank you.

Leong Ta Wah

Leong Ta Wah
Organising Chairman & Convenor

 MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards for Design Excellence 2016 
& MIID REKA Awards for Industry Excellence 2016

MIID Honorary Treasurer (2016-2018)

ORGANISING CHAIRMAN’S 
FOREWORD
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This year I am delighted to inform that the Malaysian 
Institute of Interior Designers (MIID) chose to focus on 
the REKA Awards for Interior Design Excellence and 
REKA Awards for Industry Excellence, as it sets off on an 
important note that MIID has, for the very first time, been 
officially included into the Architects Act 1967, which 
underwent a revision in the year 2015.

What this implies is that the role of MIID as the national 
body representing Interior Designers in Malaysia is now 
recognised and acknowledged by the Laws of Malaysia. 
It has now become part of mandatory requirement to be 
an MIID member first, in order for one to be registered 
with Lembaga Arkitek Malaysia (Board of Architects 
Malaysia) and to practice Interior Design.

For MIID’s REKA Awards for Design Excellence 2016, 
our Corporate Sponsor, C.I.S Network Sdn Bhd had 
graciously signed for the Co-Branding programme, 
hence the name “MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards for 
Design Excellence 2016”. Together, we honour the 
outstanding achievements of Malaysian Interior 
Designers in what would be the epitome of the Malaysian 
Interior Design fraternity, a prestigious award honouring 
and recognising the best of Interior Design that Malaysia 
has to offer.

This year’s MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards for Design 
Excellence 2016 saw all categories with entries that were 
outstanding in many design aspects. Most impressive 
were the Food & Beverage as well as Residential 
Categories which secured the top awards in this year. 
This does not at all mean the other categories were 
any less superb. Competition was stiff in the Green 
Interiors, Residential (Show Units), Corporate Offices, 
and Public & Institutional Categories as well. It was a 
very difficult call for the judges, especially when it comes 
to deciding excellence in design, which are most times 
very subjective and of which the outcome is very much 
decided by the Client and final delivery of the project. 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Ar. Chris Yap Seng Chye
President,

Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID) 
(2014-2016, 2016-2018) 

Protem Chairman, APSDA

Notwithstanding that, the judges were satisfied that the 
selected winners were very much the indicative projects 
deserving of the honours this year and represent the 
very best of the best.

Another category which never fails to surprise and 
delight the judges every year is the Student Category for 
up-and-coming future Interior Designers of the country. 
The diverse and numerous submissions this year assure 
us that our Interior Design profession’s future is in good 
and capable hands of our young Malaysians. The Winners 
are very deserving of their awards in this category 
and are testimonials to the superb guidance and good 
work of their respective schools of Interior Design, 
successfully grooming the students and preparing them 
for a competitive and fulfilling career ahead.

For 2016, there is also an “Open” category for MIID 
Corporate Members who are in the process of applying 
to be registered with Lembaga Arkitek Malaysia 
as registered Interior Designers. This is to further 
encourage these members to remain in the know of 
the aspects of the profession and to participate in MIID 
activities as well as to do their part for the industry. 

I am very pleased to note that this year for the second 
time since MIID REKA Awards commenced in 2013, MIID 
recognises the importance of Malaysian Interior Builders 
in delivering projects to meet the standards set forth by 
Interior Designers. The MIID REKA Awards for Industry 
Excellence 2016 was held simultaneously with the MIID 
HOMEDEC REKA Awards for Design Excellence 2016 and 
is seen as an important aspect of a project, which after 
all, as I had always mentioned, a design is only as good 
as its delivery on site, ultimately.

The Interior Builders Category saw many entries that 
demonstrated Malaysian expertise in workmanship, 
craftsmanship and skills as well as excellent project 
management expertise to deliver high-standard 
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finishing within a project timeframe and observing 
budgetary limitations set forth by the Client.

The Interior Products Category which also saw awards 
being handed out is to encourage good product designs 
for use in interior projects. MIID would like to see more 
submissions in this category as it is an important aspect 
of Interior Design in itself, as it provides options for 
Interior Designers whilst making choices during project 
specification.

On that note, I would like to extend a big “thank you” 
and convey my sincere appreciation to all judges of MIID 
HOMEDEC REKA Awards for Design Excellence 2016 and 
MIID REKA Awards for Industry Excellence 2016 for all 
their hard work during the judging sessions to ensure 
that those deserving receive their honours accordingly.

I would also like to thank all Members and Students as 
well as Industry Players for their submissions which had 
been a delight to judge, and most importantly in support 
of MIID in its search for Design and Industry Excellence 
in 2016. Your participation and submissions had certainly 
contributed to the advancement of the Interior Design 
industry in Malaysia and are valuable to MIID by any 
standard.

I would also like to mention here that as MIID honours 
the REKA Award Winners during its Annual Ball, we 
also take the timely opportunity to confer “MIID Fellow 
Memberships” to two distinguished members of our 
fraternity who had contributed much to the awareness 
and legislative aspects of the Interior Design profession.

Yg. Bhg. Ar. Datuk Dr. Amer Hamzah Mohd. Yunus, the 
current President of Lembaga Arkitek Malaysia, I am 
pleased to announce, is the recipient of this year’s MIID 
Fellow Membership award. Under Yg. Bhg. Ar. Datuk 
Dr. Amer’s current tenure as President of Lembaga 
Arkitek Malaysia, the Interior Design profession is 
seeing its deserved recognition among the society at 
large as well as amongst allied legislated professions 
in Malaysia. Interior Design and MIID, the sole national 
body representing the profession, had been elevated to 
a plateau of which the perception of them are none the 
lesser in the building and development industry as a 
whole in Malaysia. 

It is for the present day recognition of the status of 
MIID and its important role in Malaysian Interior Design 
that MIID takes pride in the conferment of its Fellow 
Membership status onto Yg. Bhg. Ar. Datuk Dr. Amer 
Hamzah.

The other recipient, I am proud to announce, is Lembaga 
Arkitek Malaysia’s Past President, Yg. Bhg. Ar. Dato’ 

Nur Haizi Binti Abdul Hai, who had been the President 
during which Interior Design was first included into the 
Architects Act 1967, in the year 2007. Yg. Bhg. Ar. Dato’ 
Nur Haizi had been very supportive of the inclusion 
of Interior Design into the act and for that MIID is ever 
appreciative and indebted to Yg. Bhg. Ar. Dato’ Nur Haizi.

It is my belief that those deserving amongst the fraternity 
be accorded due recognition for their deeds and effort 
towards advancing the Interior Design profession and 
industry as a whole. As such, the conferment of Fellow 
Membership onto Yg. Bhg. Ar. Datuk Dr. Amer Hamzah 
and Yg. Bhg. Ar. Dato’ Nur Haizi, being the highest 
category of membership in MIID, is the most appropriate 
way of expressing our thanks and appreciation for both 
their tireless effort in championing Interior Design. To 
both Yg. Bhg. Ar. Datuk Dr. Amer Hamzah and Yg. Bhg. Ar. 
Dato’ Nur Haizi, both of whom I have had the opportunity 
to work on common goals with throughout their tenure 
as Presidents of Lembaga Arkitek Malaysia, I would like 
to personally say “thank you” and “Congratulations” on 
your conferments.

Conclusively, I am pleased to note that with all the 
activities and awards happening throughout 2016 for 
MIID, we are on the right path to growth and recognition 
for Interior Design which has been long overdue. MIID’s 
role within the Asia Pacific region with holding the 
positions of Protem Chairman and Protem Secretary 
General of the soon to be formalised Asia Pacific Space 
Designers Association, a move initiated by us, ensures 
MIID’s position as a leading body amongst peers, not only 
within but also outside of Malaysia as well, and this will 
ultimately benefit all Members not only in the present, 
but for future generations to come.

On that note, I wish all Members well and invite all of you, 
together with those involved with the Interior Industry, 
to our MIID Annual Ball and Awards Night 2016, held in 
conjunction with the Festival of Light – Deepavali for a 
more joyous celebration as one nation, one people, that 
is Malaysia!

Have a great Annual Ball and Awards 2016 and Happy 
Deepavali to all as we celebrate ‘Light over Darkness’ 
together at MIID.

Thank you.

Ar. Chris Yap Seng Chye
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Dato’ Ar. Nur Haizi binti Abdul Hai was born in the mid of 1950’s and obtained 
her Bachelor’s in Architecture from the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UiTM) in 
1978. She went on to attain her Professional Practice Part III (APAM) from the 
Board of Architects Malaysia in 1984. 

She has been providing her professional architect service with the Public Works 
Department, Malaysia for 34 years since 1978, holding various posts ranging 
from Supervising Architect to Deputy Director General III. 

As of 1st July 2015, Dato’ Ar. Nur Haizi was appointed as an Independent, Non-
Executive Director for TRC Synergy Berhad. 

During the 34 years of service in the Public Works Department Malaysia, she 
was involved at various stages as a designer/architect, Project Manager, Project 
Director in some high profile and Mega projects implemented by the Department 
and among which have even become National Landmarks locally and abroad. 
Some of her projects would include the Residence of the former Prime Minister, 
YAB Tun Abdullah Ahmad Badawi in Persiaran Mahameru, the official Residence 
of the Chief Justice in Putrajaya, the UKM Teaching Hospital (HUKM) in Cheras 
Kuala Lumpur, the Selayang Hospital, and the National Hockey Stadium in Bukit 
Jalil for the Commonwealth Games. 

In addition to her invaluable experience and knowledge, Dato’ Ar. Nur Haizi 
has also contributed to the development and improvement of the construction 
industry immensely. Some of her contributions would be holding the post 
of Board of Directors for Putrajaya Corporation (2010-2012) and Chairman 
Exhibition Committee for The International Construction Week (ICW 2012) 
organised by CIDB and the Works Ministry. 

Dato’ Ar. Nur Haizi binti Abdul Hai

MIID FELLOW MEMBERSHIP CONFERMENT
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Ar. Datuk Dr. Amer Hamzah Mohd. Yunus, born in the independence year of 
Malaysia, is a registered Professional Architect with the Board of Architects 
Malaysia and a Fellow member of Malaysian Institute of Architects since 1984. He 
obtained his PhD in Urban Conservation in Malaysia (Process and Management) 
from De Montfort University, Leicester, UK in 2000. 

He has served an illustrious career as an architect with the Public Works 
Department Malaysia, having served various sections of the Architectural 
discipline in JKR HQ and the State. 

As of June 2006, Ar. Datuk Dr. Amer Hamzah was the Principal Director of the 
Public Works Branch (Cawangan Kerja Bangunan AM) and later the Principal 
Director of the CKBA 1 Branch. He was appointed as the Director of the Architect 
Branch of the Specialist Sector in 2005 and also, the Manager of the Health 
Project Management Unit of the Building’s Branch. He was the key to successful 
management and implementation of 25 Government Hospitals. Ar. Datuk 
Dr. Amer also played a vital role in the completion of the much talked about 
MATRADE building. 

He has received international recognition due to his management of projects 
for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs upon which are the Embassies and High 
Commissions of Malaysia in several countries. As a subject matter specialist 
in preservation and conservation of the Nation’s heritage buildings and areas, 
he used to serve the National Advisory Committee prior to the existence of the 
Heritage Commission. 

Currently he is the Deputy Director General of the Public Works Department, 
Malaysia. At the international arena Ar. Datuk Dr. Amer Hamzah is actively 
involved in the Asian Architect Council, for which he is the country representative 
and negotiator in the ASEAN CCS meet. Ybhg Datuk has been and still is the 
Chairman of the ASEAN Architectural Education Committee (AAEC), who 
harmonises and standardises the Architectural Education Quality for the region. 

Ybhg Datuk is also actively involved in the APEC Architect Project, and attends 
the bi-yearly meetings discussing the mobility of professionals across the 21 
APEC Economies. Whenever time and funds permit, Ybhg Datuk also attends 
the UIA (Union of International Architects) Architect meetings regularly.

Ar. Datuk Dr. Amer Hamzah Mohd. Yunus

MIID FELLOW MEMBERSHIP CONFERMENT
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INTRODUCTION
The MIID HOMEDEC REKA AWARDS 
2016 are awarded to Malaysian 
Institute of Interior Designers (MIID) 
and Lembaga Arkitek Malaysia 
(LAM) registered Members practicing 
Interior Design, whose works best 
exemplify the pursuit of excellence 
in Interior Design, together with 
high construction standards, as well 
as beneficial impacts to the social, 
physical and cultural environment of 
the country.

Awards are also conferred to students 
whose works display good design, 
problem-solving skills and sound 
construction methodologies.

AWARD OBJECTIVES
• To recognise Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID) Members and 

Students who pursue excellence in design which reflect local content in 
design, detail, material, etc.

• To recognise the client bodies and builders who enable the achievement of 
excellence in Interior Design.

• To promote the development of quality built interior environments that 
have beneficial, social, physical and cultural impacts on the community and 
country.

• To recognise young talent through students’ course works in relation to 
various components of the course.

2016 AWARD CATEGORIES - DESIGN EXCELLENCE
MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards 2016 features 14 categories of awards for  
Design Excellence:

1. Public & Institutional (Public Spaces, Healthcare, Auditoriums, Terminals, etc.)
2. Leisure & Entertainment (Club, Spa, Karaoke, Cinema, Gaming, etc.)
3. Food & Beverage (Restaurants & Bars)
4. Corporate Offices
5. Hospitality (Hotel Lobbies & Public Spaces)
6. Hospitality (Rooms)
7. Retail & Exhibition
8. Residential (Houses)
9. Residential (Apartments & Condominiums)
10. Residential (Show Units)
11. Green Interior Award (Interior solutions promoting sustainability) 
12. Adaptive Reuse (Rejuvenating existing spaces for new purposes) 
13. Student’s Work
14. Open Category (Design Innovation)

Organised by

Co-branding Partner
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BACKGROUND OF 
MIID REKA AWARDS

The IPDM and MSID had been active in ameliorating the standard of 
Interior Design in Malaysia and have been doing so by conferring awards to 
deserving members via the Malaysian Interior Design Awards (MIDA) since 
the 1990’s. 

Prior to 2013, MIID performed the task of enhancing the standard of Interior 
Design in Malaysia under the MIDA banner. It has been received with open 
arms and has reached heights beyond expectations. 

In 2013, MIID proudly announced the newly branded MIID REKA Awards, 
taking over from MIDA after a successful rebranding exercise. “Reka” 
in the Malay language means “design”, which is in line with the world of 
interior design. Under the REKA name, a series of seminars, conferences, 
and numerous activities are being organised to propel and elevate the 
standards of Interior Design in Malaysia, consequently creating an identity 
in sync with the visions of the profession and members as a whole. 

The rebranding of the interior design awards under MIID REKA Awards 
achieved a great milestone, conferring 34 awards in 2015 based on the 14 
categories. 

This year, MIID collaborated with a new Co-branding Partner, C.I.S Network 
Sdn Bhd (HOMEDEC). 

The leading Interior Design Awards is an enormous endeavour. Hence, it 
will take wisdom to maintain the level of creativeness and professionalism 
in the quest of quality by the members through proper guidance of the 
Institute. 

The MIID REKA Awards is a platform where members get the opportunity 
to display their innovative works and to be judged by their esteemed peers. 
Thus, it is the Institute’s role to acknowledge the deserving winners by 
conferring them the awards. 
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Dato’ Vincent Lim
President 

C.I.S Network Sdn Bhd (Organiser of HOMEDEC)

Congratulations to MIID for staging yet another 
successful REKA Awards 2016. HOMEDEC, organised by 
C.I.S, is proud to be the co-branding partner of MIID for 
Malaysia’s premier interior design awards. 

Organised since 2003, HOMEDEC has evolved and grown 
into more than just a home décor and design exhibition. 
This is achieved by constantly incorporating different 
attractions and features as well as unique selling 
propositions into the exhibition. 

We are proud as HOMEDEC continues its collaboration 
with MIID to further the journey together to enhance 
excellence in the interior design industry. We aim to 
provide HOMEDEC visitors with updated interior design 
information and knowledge by also bringing in and 
engaging professional interior designers to share their 
knowledge with them.

This is also achieved via the HOMEDEC Show Home 
feature which is unique to the exhibitions. For several 
years now, since the idea was mooted, HOMEDEC has 
presented life-sized show homes, designed and built 
on the exhibition floor to showcase the latest ideas 
displayed in these units for the benefit for the industry 
and homeowners. Selected award-winning interior 
designers have lent their creativity and have generously 
shared their workable ideas in the show homes. 

As with keeping up with the latest interior design trends, 
the ideas for these Show Homes constantly evolve every 
year. This year’s show home breaks the mound by raising 
the bar of expectations higher with the 3-Gen Living & 
Design Show Home that features creative possibilities of 
housing three generations under one roof. 

Designed by Essential Design Integrated (EDI), the 
Winner of the MIID REKA HOMEDEC Residential Award 

2015, playful yet workable ideas come to ‘live’ in this 
HOMEDEC Show Home. As you read this, the Show Home 
is currently being showcased in HOMEDEC Part 1 and Part 
2 at the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre. 

Besides MIID’s various categories of awards this year, 
the HOMEDEC Award will also be presented to a winner 
in the Residential Category. In essence, we are proud 
to also have our very own highly competitive annual 
HOMEDEC Innovative Product Award and Good Design 
Award in recognition of successful product entries by 
exhibitors from the current HOMEDEC Part 1 and Part 2 
which will be presented here tonight.

In addition, the MIID REKA HOMEDEC Awards 2016 
exhibition will also be featured for display at HOMEDEC 
held Kuala Lumpur, Penang, Johor Bahru and Sabah. 
This has further enriched visitors at HOMEDEC with the 
many award-winning projects as it presents the rare 
opportunity to share the creative possibilities with 
many.

With these recognitions and collaborations, we hope to 
continue playing our role to contribute to the industry 
and look forward to a continuous momentum of growth 
and achieving continuous excellence for the benefit of 
the industry together. 

Thank you.

Dato’ Vincent Lim

CO-BRANDING PARTNER’S 
MESSAGE
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CATEGORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES

Taylor’s University 14

First City University College 8

Malaysian Institute of Art 6

The One Academy of Communication Design 6

SEGI University 5

INTI International College Subang 2

Equator College 1

Universiti Teknologi MARA (Perak) 1

Total 43

CATEGORY NUMBER OF ENTRIES

Public & Institutional 7

Leisure & Entertainment 1

Food & Beverage (Restaurants & Bars) 11

Corporate Offices 7

Hospitality (Hotel Lobbies & Public Spaces) 6

Hospitality (Rooms) 2

Retail & Exhibition 9

Residential (Houses) 4

Residential (Apartment & Condominiums) 2

Residential (Show Units) 2

Green Interior Award 5

Adaptive Reuse 2

Students 43

Design Innovation - Open Category 29

Total 130

OVERALL SUBMISSIONS

STUDENT CATEGORY SUBMISSIONS

SUBMISSIONS SUMMARY
MIID HOMEDEC REKA AWARDS 2016 - DESIGN EXCELLENCE
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The current generation of Interior Design students will inevitably shape the future of 
the Interior Design industry. Their creative concepts and innovative works will soon 
be witnessed in the years to come. Hence, the REKA Awards will serve as a platform 
for the students to fine-tune their interior design skills. Overall, the students’ work 
has definitely improved to a great level where the designs and concepts show the 
understanding of today’s design needs. 

Additionally, we also witnessed a 43% increase in entries for this category as 
compared to 2015. A heartiest “thank you” to all the lecturers! Part of this increase 
can be attributed to new universities and colleges namely:

1) Segi University 

2) UiTM Perak 

3) Equator College

Thank you to all the universities, colleges, and lecturers involved. With their 
impeccable colour usage and coordination, the students were definitely creative in 
presenting their works. 

The professional collaboration between MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards and the 
Education sub-committee has achieved the desired outcome for 2016. 

Congratulations to all!

Leong Ta Wah
Organising Chairman & Convenor
MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards 2016

STUDENTS’ WORK REVIEW
MIID HOMEDEC REKA AWARDS 2016 - DESIGN EXCELLENCE
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Ar. Chris Yap Seng Chye is the Principal of Chris Yap Architect and Interior 
Design firm, Spatial Factors. He is also the Director of project management 
companies, Idea Consult Sdn Bhd and Spatial Factors Sdn Bhd. He completed 
his Bachelor of Architecture with Honours from the University of New South 
Wales in Sydney, Australia and has won awards for Retail Interior Design 
locally and in the USA. 

A Fellow Member of both Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID) and 
Pertubuhan Akitek Malaysia (PAM), he is also a Professional Retail Designer 
in the USA and an RDI member for more than 20 years. Currently, Ar. Chris 
Yap is serving as a Board Member of the Lembaga Arkitek Malaysia (Board of 
Architects Malaysia) for the 2015-2017 term.

Ar. Chris Yap was a co-founder of the previous Institute Perekabentuk 
Dalaman Malaysia (IPDM) since its formation and its Seventh President. He 
initiated the unification of both IPDM and the Malaysian Society of Interior 
Designers (MSID), and co-founded MIID with Mr. Ronnie Choong in 2012, after 
holding the position of Protem Vice-Chairman of MIID from years 2005 to 
2012. He was the Deputy President of the inaugural MIID Council from 2012 
to 2014 and the current MIID President for Council Term 2016-2018, his second 
term in office.

Ar. (Dr) Mohd Zulhemlee An received the Bachelor of Architecture from 
University of Arkansas, USA in 1988. He has 27 years of experience in the field 
of architecture. Ar. Mohd Zulhemlee has been involved with Pertubuhan Akitek 
Malaysia since 2003 and is currently the President of the Institute.

He was involved in a myriad of projects from single to repetitive housing, 
commercial buildings, offices, industrial and institutional projects for the 
Government and private developers. Ar. Mohd Zulhemlee An also had the 
opportunity to be involved in the design of several medical, education and 
religious buildings in Minnesota, USA, through a collaboration exercise 
between Arkitek Kitas Sdn Bhd and BWBR Architects, an architectural 
practice based in St.Paul, Minnesota, specialising in hospital and airport 
design. He later joined W&W Architects in 2003 and was promoted as a 
partner in 2004.

Ar. Mohd Zulhemlee An is PAM’s representative to the Asean Architect 
Council, to the ARCASIA Education Committee, and also to the UIA Region 
IV Working Group on Architectural Heritage and has attended the inaugural 
Region IV 2010 International Symposium on the Conservation of Architectural 
Heritage in Xian, China, in September 2010.

Ar. Mohd Zulhemlee An has also been invited to serve as an External Reviewer 
for the Kulliyah of Architecture and Environmental Design, International 
Islamic University Malaysia and Limkokwing University of Creative Technology. 
Ha has also served as the Technical Advisor Committee for the assessment of 
MQA for Diploma in Architecture for the University College Geomatika, Kuala 
Lumpur.

Overall, the standards of the submission were impressive 
in Categories such as Hospitality, Residential and Adaptive 
Reuse. There were some outstanding submissions that 
spoke volumes about the high standards of Malaysian 
Interior Design.

Some categories showed a marked lack of entries compared 
to others and this could be due to the direction of the 
Interior Design industry itself over the last few years. It is 
interesting to note that the improved submission format for 
MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards 2016 over the previous years 
aided comparative judging amongst entries.

In summation, MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards 2016 
recognises the abilities of registered Interior Designers and 
judging from the submissions, the standards have ascended 
to new heights.

The Student Category saw varied submissions and it 
was a task for the judges to compare individual school 
assignments against each other. Nonetheless, the better 
submissions proved themselves and I am glad to note from 
the student entry point of view, the guidance and lessons 
imparted onto up-and-coming Interior Designers is on the 
right path. 

There were many good-quality and exciting entries in the 
MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards 2016. The entries received 
have shown maturity in the works of our Interior Designers, 
with the presence of an underlying theme to unify all the 
elements of design together. The resulting spaces are 
very well organised in terms of space planning, which are 
very comfortable and attractive with the use of either 
complementary or contrasting modern finishes, and 
complemented with either complementary or contrasting 
bright colours that enlivened the interior spaces of the 
projects. 

Ar. Chris Yap Seng Chye
President

Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID)

Ar. (Dr) Mohd Zulhemlee An
President

Malaysian Institute of Architects (PAM)

CHIEF JUDGE

THE JUDGES’ COMMENTS
MIID HOMEDEC REKA AWARDS 2016 - DESIGN EXCELLENCE
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Born in Manila but now based in Cebu City, Architect and Interior Designer 
James Jao studied architecture at the University of Santo Tomas. After 
graduating from college, he went to Cebu and starting his practice and began 
building his reputation. 

Ever in the lookout for fresh ideas, Architect Jao attended the London School 
of Economics, earning a Master’s of Science Degree in City Design & Social 
Science, in 2005. Upon returning, he was fired up to spread the tenets of green 
architecture and sustainable living in the Philippines. He pioneered what he 
calls the “Eco-house”, a series of full-scale, livable models exhibited at the SM 
Mall of Asia and featured in the front page of the Philippine Daily Inquirer.

Since then, he has been actively designing projects that fuse modern 
aesthetics, climate-resistant strategies, and green materials and methods 
of construction (from residential works to masterplanned communities) and 
spreading his design and architectural philosophy in the Philippines, China, 
Singapore, Malaysia, South Africa, United Kingdom, and Indonesia, among 
others.

Being a leader in eco-architecture and sustainable development, he was 
elevated as Fellow by the United Architects of the Philippines in 2013. Currently, 
he is the National President of the Philippine Institute of Interior Design for the 
2015-2017 term.

Recently, his projects have been featured in Asian Dragon Magazine, Business 
+ Class Magazine in which he is the cover subject, as well as the Philippines 
Tatler Homes Volume 13, that features his critically-acclaimed “Kite House”.

Ir. Ahmad Izdihar Supaat is the President of Malaysia Green Building 
Confederation (MGBC) for the 2016-2017 term. He is also an invited lecturer, 
speaker and examiner for Malaysia’s Green Building Index (GBI).

Ir. Ahmad Izdihar is a registered professional mechanical engineer with 20 
years experience as consultant in the building industry. He is the managing 
director of Exergy Malaysia Sdn Bhd, an Environmentally Sustainable Design 
Consultancy based in Kuala Lumpur. He is also a registered Green Building 
Index Facilitator.

Ir. Ahmad Izdihar holds a B.Sc Mechanical Engineering degree from Polytechnic 
University, Brooklyn, New York. He has extensive experience in the design of 
building services with concentration on ACMV systems. He is also currently 
facilitating sustainable designs for various buildings in Malaysia.

I was delighted to see more than a hundred entries for 
this competition, which shows the very strong support of 
the members towards the MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards 
2016. The level of creativity, artistry and innovation 
in the different categories was indeed impressive. 
Competitions like REKA Awards is very important to 
members of the Interior Design profession because it 
serves as a great platform to build prestige and create 
more opportunities for commissioned projects not only 
in Malaysia, but throughout the region or even across 
the globe. From single residential dwellings, multi-level 
residential housing, commercial, institutional and even 
restoration & adaptive reuse, the entries show a high level 
of professional excellence.

The excellence in design shown by the entries in different 
categories is highly impressive and truly commendable. 
MIID as the professional organisation of Interior Designers 
in Malaysia is definitely on the right track in promoting 
ASEAN integration within the region and thus providing 
its members the great opportunity to cross borders and 
practice throughout its neighbouring ASEAN countries.

Interior spaces have a big impact on occupant comfort and 
productivity, in addition to enhancing the space usage, 
ambience, and the aesthetics of the space. Designing 
a space with sustainability in mind is imperative to 
being environmentally friendly, and providing the most 
comfortable environment to carry out tasks and to enjoy 
the space in general.

The entries of MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards 2016 have 
demonstrated good understanding of sustainability 
concepts. Emphasis has been given to reused and renewable 
materials as finishes. Daylight is promoted extensively, and 
more areas are designed without air-conditioning which 
promotes energy efficiency whilst maintaining comfort 
levels in the spaces by natural means.

Congratulations to all entries for the very commendable 
effort, and congratulations to the winners as the leaders of 
the pack.

MIID HOMEDEC REKA AWARDS 2016 - DESIGN EXCELLENCE

 James Jao
President

Philippine Institute of Interior Designers (PIID)

Ir. Ahmad Izdihar Supaat
President

Malaysia Green Building Confederation (MGBC)
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INTERIOR DESIGNER
Fendarie Su

CLIENT
St Joseph Institution International

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The client’s mission and goal of bringing the young generation together regardless of their race, 
religion and nationality under one roof for an equal education and to instil the values of respect, 
kindness and passion for a more harmonious world inspired the design direction of “Harmony in 
Differences”. A rhythmic system for design elements was created for the campus interior, which 
appear as feature walls, area separators, railings, ceiling designs, floor patterns and even in the 
colour patterns for corridors and hallway areas. The interior of this school has been designed to 
accommodate the needs and activities of each individual space, while showcasing the school’s 
characteristic and complementing its mission, vision and values. 

JURY CITATION
The design direction of “Harmony in Differences” carries the usage of many design elements. 
Forms, textures and colours are indeed very rhythmic, creative and adventurous for an 
institution.

St Joseph Institution 
International School

PUBLIC & INSTITUTIONAL PUBLIC SPACES, HEALTHCARE, 
AUDITORIUMS, TERMINALS
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JURY CITATION
The Interior Designer has achieved a royal ambiance with the Royal Ward and created a 
homely feel and relaxed atmosphere in contrast to the normal hospital ambiance. Space 
is functional and well-used.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The challenge of this project was to design a ward with premium and regal look within the 
constraints of hospital requirements and budget. The main concept of this Royal Ward 
brings the ‘Istana’ ambiance with a modern touch, creating a homely feel and relaxed 
atmosphere, in contrast to the normal hospital ambiance. Functionality is also a top 
priority where every single element and flow has been considered. The final outcome is a 
great blend between the intended design and functionality.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Norshafina Binti Ibrahim

COMPANY
Skala Design Consult Sdn Bhd

CLIENT
KPJ Bandar Maharani Specialist Hospital

Royal Suites Ward, 
KPJ Maharani 
Specialist Hospital

PUBLIC & INSTITUTIONAL PUBLIC SPACES, HEALTHCARE, 
AUDITORIUMS, TERMINALS
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INTERIOR DESIGNER

Lai Siew Hong

COMPANY
Blu Water Studio Sdn Bhd

CLIENT
TTD Sdn Bhd

Tapas Bistro @ Micasa

FOOD & BEVERAGE RESTAURANTS / BARS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Tapas Bistro is a restaurant by day, and a bar by night. Playing on this dual nature, this 
establishment transitions from light and airy to a more moody and intimate space throughout 
the course of the day. Inspired by the elements of Spain – geometric patterned tiles, warm, 
vibrant interiors, and ornate screens are referenced to fulfil the Spanish zeal. Transforming 
this space into a refined eatery through subtle distinctions between its understated 
composition, art, soft furnishings and rich materials like brushed copper, wired glass and 
bronze mirror. The play of dramatic lighting throughout the space creates an ambience of an 
overall sophisticated dining experience.

JURY CITATION
The overall design is well coordinated with its composition, art, soft furnishings and rich 
materials to achieve a sophisticated dining experience.
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INTERIOR DESIGNER
Noor A. Othman

CLIENT
IOI City Hotel Sdn Bhd

Le Meridien Putrajaya 
Le Mei Restaurant

FOOD & BEVERAGE RESTAURANTS / BARS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Set in a space of more than 700 square metres on the hotel’s ground floor, Le Mei has a modern 
and innovative Chinoiserie design that is authentic yet contemporary. Rich with colours, the 
restaurant is warm with a Chinoiserie feel and the decor is elemental with contemporary, elegant 
innovations seen in the lighting fixtures, screens, artwork and accent furniture pieces. The 
design incorporates the elements found in traditional Chinoiserie, featuring the plum blossom 
flower art on fabrics, artistic landscape art and authentic artwork.

JURY CITATION
The choice of colours and design elements create a uniquely attractive restaurant, especially 
the screens, artwork and accent furniture pieces.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Manmaru Robatayaki & Bar at Atria Damansara is a Japanese restaurant and bar. The 
interior design gives an atmosphere of being backstage at a theatre. The interior layout 
is also clustered into sections representing the main stage, secondary stage and private 
theatres. Punchy colours and illustrations on the walls give the place character, and the 
stage lighting fixtures complete the theme, giving diners a different Japanese dining 
experience from the norm.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Swofinty Yik

CLIENT
Manmaru Sdn Bhd

Manmaru

FOOD & BEVERAGE RESTAURANTS / BARS

JURY CITATION
A very unique combination of design elements and attractive decoration create a 
memorable Japanese dining experience.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Inspired by the architecture of the back lanes of Shanghai, where duck is still roasted 
using traditional Chinese methods, the interior design of Village Roast Duck is a 
contemporary rendition of these traditional elements. The design takes a layered 
approach with the selection of materials, textures and colours, including design 
touches that are both simple and complex at the same time. The high wood-beam 
ceiling evokes the idea of traditional communal dining, while refined elements such 
as the lanterns and paintings add to the overall atmosphere.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Swofinty Yik

CLIENT
Village Roast Duck Sdn Bhd

Village 
Roast Duck 
Pavilion

FOOD & BEVERAGE RESTAURANTS / BARS
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The office is in the oldest Iconic Building in town, Bangunan Sultan Ibrahim, which was built in the 
1930’s. As the building has the Heritage and Historical Building Status, serious considerations 
have been taken to preserve the existing features such as the mosaic flooring, decorative 
arches, windows, wind blocks and other ornamentations. In addition to creating the regal look 
for important rooms, the original high-volume interior spaces have been successfully restored in 
the general office areas. A balanced blend between existing features and new design elements 
harmoniously compliment each other and the overall new outlook rejuvenates the space and 
reveals the building’s original beauty.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Mohd Nassir Bin Ab Jabar

COMPANY
Skala Design Consult Sdn Bhd

CLIENT
Jabatan DiRaja Johor

Pejabat Jumaah 
Majlis DiRaja & 
Jabatan DiRaja Johor

CORPORATE OFFICES

JURY CITATION
A challenging project, the old building was successfully refreshed with new design elements 
while preserving the existing features.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The vision for the office environment was one that is filled with balanced energy, healthy 
green nature and cultural value. The layout has been intentionally designed with the concept 
of openness, with careful manipulation of natural light and inner character of the space. 
The office includes many lively activity spaces such as a library, study, living & dining, spa, 
dipping pool, meditation area, function hall, art studio, inspiration corner and meeting areas. 
Embodying the concept of “the whole office belongs to you”, there are no rooms, no personal 
desks, no hierarchy, no boundaries. Staff are free to work anywhere they like, as every 
corner and space has been made comfy for work, discussion, brainstorming and inspiration. 
The space blurs the roles but not responsibility, allowing all staff to work, play, eat and rest 
together.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Fendarie Su

CLIENT
FE Studio Sdn Bhd

FE Studio 
Office

CORPORATE OFFICES

JURY CITATION
A unique office environment with balanced energy, natural greenery and cultural values. A 
workspace that one desires to be in.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
An impressive and modern office that the client can use to meet high-powered business 
partners and government officials. A nautilus shaped reception was designed to create a 
dynamic space that is opposed to the angular shape of the building, creating an impressive 
sweeping backdrop wall that separates the internal corridor from the reception. Organic 
patterns and forms are used in the office to soften the space and create a warm and 
welcoming interior. A warm colour scheme gives the space a rich yet contemporary look 
which is necessary due to the high level of important visitors coming to the office.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Ronnie Choong

COMPANY
Innovative Space Dimension Sdn Bhd

CLIENT
OBYU Holdings Sdn Bhd

Corporate Offices of 
OBYU Holdings Sdn Bhd

CORPORATE OFFICES
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A well planned, highly creative & artistically comfortable hybrid working environment, 
the office combines a cosy, homely ambiance with an art gallery/cafe feel and an open 
collaborative workspace. Abstract art juxtaposed with natural brick, recycled timber, glazed 
partitions and unpainted plaster walls creates a contemporary, hip interior that is both 
creative and stimulating. The colour scheme is based on neutral tones of grey, black and 
white for general areas with punch colours and textures for visual impact.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Norfarina Kamaruddin

COMPANY
Arcradius Works Sdn Bhd

CLIENT
Arcradius Sdn Bhd

‘A Designer Office’

CORPORATE OFFICES
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INTERIOR DESIGNER
Noor A. Othman

CLIENT
IOI City Hotel Sdn Bhd

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The design concept of HUB / Latitude is a visual story of travelling and lifestyle experiences 
incorporating several underlying elements such as local culture, Putrajaya’s topography, 
mapping, discovery elements, and state-of-the-art technology. The design elements 
transcend very aspect of the hotel experience from the arrival ‘porte cochere’ to the public 
areas and the rooms. The entrance glass walls are finished in an eye-popping gigantic 
traditional ‘Wau Bulan’ motif in purple-red colours abstracted in a modern approach, which 
becomes a statement to the hotel entrance.

Le Meridien Putrajaya 
Public Spaces

HOSPITALITY HOTEL LOBBIES / PUBLIC SPACES

JURY CITATION
A well coordinated colour scheme, design elements and traditional ‘Wau Bulan’ motif in 
abstracted purple-red colours give the ‘wow’ factor.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Sojourn Guest House is a boutique hotel that also offers refreshing facial spa and 
therapeutic massage packages. Nature and the four elements form the basis of the interior 
concept. Soothing wallpapers, natural imagery and the use of wood create a warm, relaxing 
and comfortable setting for the guests. Each floor exudes a different sense of comfort and 
cosiness as they are decorated with vibrant colour themes, reminding one of a beach holiday. 
The overall elegant and organic appeal of the hotel gives visitors a sense of peace and calm, 
creating a sanctuary away from the hustle and bustle of city life.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Fendarie Su

CLIENT
Herbaline

Sojourn Guest House

HOSPITALITY HOTEL LOBBIES / PUBLIC SPACES

JURY CITATION
Simple yet refreshing, achieving the brief of a relaxing setting.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A unconventional ballroom designed as an upmarket, luxurious and prestigious banquet 
destination, with a contemporary and refined design that focuses on giving versatility to the 
function of the space. The combination of timber and neutral fabric panels applied throughout 
the space creates a visually soothing aesthetic and a warm, intimate ambiance. In lieu of 
ornate decorations, lighting installations become the decorative elements of the ballroom. The 
pre-function foyer echoes the design of the ballroom, adopting a fluid design approach that 
incorporates elements inspired by nature.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Chan Wan Hoe

CLIENT
Ikhasas Sdn Bhd

Shaftsbury Asteria 
Ballroom & Pre-Function

HOSPITALITY HOTEL LOBBIES / PUBLIC SPACES
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Edison George Town takes its place in a former Hokkien tycoon’s Anglo-Chinese mansion 
built in the early 20th Century. A quirky take on heritage, the fresh concept combined with an 
air of timeless elegance offers a comfortable blend of modern and traditional elements. Jade 
inspired accents, patterned tilework, bone china inspired art and warm tones mixed into a light 
and airy environment creates the perfect backdrop for the modern day traveller. The guestrooms 
reflect the colonial past with its monochromatic setting, whilst injecting modernity with 
contemporary furnishings. This juxtaposition of past and future makes this 35 room boutique 
hotel truly encapsulate the charm of the orient. 

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Lai Siew Hong

COMPANY
Blu Water Studio Sdn Bhd

CLIENT
ET Hospitality Ventures Sdn Bhd

The Edison George Town, 
Penang

HOSPITALITY ROOMS
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Le Meridien Guestrooms takes a new design approach with modern and regional components. 
The floor and wall are finished in concrete tiles, black grain marble and walnut timber veneer. The 
carpet design is an abstracted map of Putrajaya superimposed with contour lines applied in a 
modern way. The walnut timber bedhead panels give warmth to the space. Vibrant artwork based 
on the Putrajaya Bridge creates a discovery element in the room. Feature furniture and lighting 
selected from the mid-Century era are mixed together with modern products. The overall colour 
palette is based on natural tones with eye-popping red and tangerine accent colours.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Noor A. Othman

CLIENT
IOI City Hotel Sdn Bhd

Le Meridien Putrajaya
Guestrooms

HOSPITALITY ROOMS
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INTERIOR DESIGNER
Tay Buang Chuan

COMPANY
BCTAY Architect

CLIENT
Shensnaps Photography

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The space is designed as a multi-functional gallery for the client to showcase his products, 
organise exhibitions or photography events, on top of the basic of bridal photography services. A 
big “box”is crafted at the center of the space at a tilted angle to create a dynamism and pockets 
of spaces, while serving as the base for the new mezzanine level. Ventilation blocks are used as 
the front feature wall, sculptured reception counter top and some partitions, and has become a 
design language which is pragmatic and minimalist, yet with layers of meaning and function, 
floating between sculpture and practical object.

Weddings by Shensnaps

RETAIL & EXHIBITION
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project is a dynamic and vibrant leasing showroom to showcase the new development 
by the IKANO Group to potential retailers. Bright colour accents of blue and yellow were 
used to jazz up the space and create excitement, and at the same time, communicate the 
IKEA brand. The main highlight of the showroom is the model of the development which sits 
on an illuminated glass pedestal with a cut-out ceiling above which has a wave-like design 
with hidden blue and white lighting to create the effect of clouds above, as well as giving 
prominence to this center-piece.

MyTown Leasing Gallery

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Ronnie Choong

COMPANY
Innovative Space Dimension Sdn Bhd

CLIENT
Boustead Ikano Sdn Bhd

RETAIL & EXHIBITION
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The project is a redesign of an existing Ferrari and Maserati showroom. The design approach 
was to create more defined spaces that give the showroom its edge in terms of its global 
brand and prestigious image. The showroom houses a total of 8 cars, with Ferrari on the 
right side and Maserati on the left. Specifically-placed membrane ceilings give beautiful light 
coverage to the entire car below them. A new configuration space for each brand was also 
created for customers to customise their cars.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Mohd Noor Ariffin

CLIENT
Naza Italia Sdn Bhd

Ferrari & Maserati 
Showroom

RETAIL & EXHIBITION
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
To break away from the look of their previous outlets, the interior of this new mall was 
conceptualised and designed with the application of forms and surfaces inspired from 
`wedges’. It is an interplay of geometric patterns with subtle reference to `wedges’, 
some with three dimensional effects to provide the desired folds and patterns on the 
fascia panels, columns and walls. Neutral colours were used to avoid overpowering the 
rich design patterns. Some of the forms were specifically picked with brilliant lighting 
arrangements to accentuate the textures of the chosen material. 

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Rosli Bin Jussoh

CLIENT
Mydin Wholesale Cash & Carry Sdn Bhd

Mydin Mall @ Bukit 
Mertajam, Penang

RETAIL & EXHIBITION
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INTERIOR DESIGNER
Ar. Dr. Tan Loke Mun

COMPANY
DRTAN LM Architect

CLIENT
Mr Kenneth Koh Seng Kee

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The house is an insulated and well-ventilated cube comprising volumes of spaces within a unique 
facade of roof tile and lattice brick work screens that shields the inside from the outside. There 
is a touch of purism in the raw walls and use of building materials in its natural form, a breath 
of minimalism in the simple lines, unornamented motifs and open spaces. With noticeable 
functionality in the floor plan, ‘green’ systems and outer skins as well as the reuse of the original 
terracotta roof tiles of the demolished old house as a lattice screen of animated clay that swivels 
with the undulating wind. 

Clay Roof House

RESIDENTIAL HOUSES

JURY CITATION
Unique and the creative use of materials create an inviting ambience, making the judges want 
to be inside the house.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The brief was for a house that took full advantage of the spectacular golf site with a feel 
that was “natural, friendly and relaxed”. Set in predominantly lush, modern, beautiful and 
cosy settings, the bungalow is constructed from local materials and responds to the tropical 
climate. The main dwelling’s use of inner courtyards, timber battens, pillars and shutters 
creates the same atmosphere inside and out. This bungalow has a relaxed style but is also 
extremely versatile, with many high double-glazed doors that can be opened up to capture 
natural breezes and sunlight. 

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Alex Lim Han Peng

CLIENT
Mr Michael Hiew

Mr Michael Hiew’s 
Semi-D at Sandakan

RESIDENTIAL HOUSES
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This showhouse was designed to reflect contemporary family living. The interior mood 
is achieved by creating a balance of contrasting elements. The living, dining and kitchen 
features the spaciousness of the areas while still expressing cosiness by harmonising the 
use of dark timber, bronze mirrors, and a combination of bright and neutral colours. In other 
areas such as bedrooms, living and family areas, a personalised touch was injected into each 
space to reflect its function. Each of the bedrooms are characterised by feature walls and 
decorative props.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Norshafina Binti Ibrahim

COMPANY
Skala Design Consult Sdn Bhd

CLIENT
Perbadanan Kemajuan Negeri 

Selangor (PKNS)

Anggun Kirana 
Showhouse @ Alam 
Nusantara

RESIDENTIAL SHOW UNITS

JURY CITATION
The brief is acheived through the harmonious use of timber, bronze mirrors, and the mixture 
of bright and neutral colours.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The house is an insulated and well-ventilated cube comprising volumes of spaces within 
a unique facade of roof tile and lattice brick work screens that shields the inside from the 
outside. There is a touch of purism in the raw walls and use of building materials in its natural 
form, a breath of minimalism in the simple lines, unornamented motifs and open spaces. 
With noticeable functionality in the floor plan, ‘green’ systems and outer skins as well as the 
reuse of the original terracotta roof tiles of the demolished old house as a lattice screen of 
animated clay that swivels with the undulating wind. 

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Ar. Dr. Tan Loke Mun

COMPANY
DRTAN LM Architect

CLIENT
Mr Kenneth Koh Seng Kee

Clay Roof House

GREEN INTERIOR AWARD

JURY CITATION
The combination and use of recycled materials have achieved a relaxed and natural 
ambience.
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INTERIOR DESIGNER
Ar. Azim Tan Sri A Aziz

COMPANY
ATSA Architects Sdn Bhd

CLIENT
Cyberview Sdn Bhd

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The design of the mosque is contemporary modern and incorporates traditional Islamic design 
elements. The goal of the design is to portray Islam as a progressive religion, as well as to reflect 
the simplicity and purity of modern Malaysian mosque architecture. The mosque was designed 
in line with the vision of Cyberjaya being a green city of the future. The main emphasis of the 
design is towards a more modern approach rather than the conventional postmodern typology, 
emphasising the building’s sustainability elements, but retaining the spiritual design essence 
of Islam.

Cyberjaya Mosque - Raja 
Haji Fi Sabilillah Mosque

GREEN INTERIOR AWARD

JURY CITATION
The designer was able to incorporate strong design elements into a large public space and 
created a comfortable environment to perform prayers.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The hostel is cross-ventilated with 3 air-wells, hence minimal mechanical air conditioning is 
required. The roof is reconstructed using terracotta Marseille and V-Tile profiles which were 
the original tiles used in the 18th century houses. The party walls are preserved in its original 
form with the old layers of plaster and patina exposed, whereby each layer represents a piece 
of history of the former house. The traditional rear façade brise soleil comprises modernised 
Malaccan vintage window frames. The vivid coloured frames are arranged to illustrate a 
contrasting giant art piece where modernity and tradition converge.

Nomaps

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Ar. Dr. Tan Loke Mun

COMPANY
DRTAN LM Architect

CLIENT
Agathistwo Jia Sdn Bhd

GREEN INTERIOR AWARD
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INTERIOR DESIGNER
Ar. Dr. Tan Loke Mun

COMPANY
DRTAN LM Architect

CLIENT
Agathistwo Jia Sdn Bhd

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Nomaps is a flash-packer hostel re-crafted from an old double storey historical pre-war 
shop-house situated in the heart of Malacca’s UNESCO World Heritage Site. Designed 
for adventurers, Nomaps provides an opportunity to transform a piece of history into a 
contemporary piece of art for the senses. Efforts were made to preserve the character of the 
existing building interspersed with new architectural interventions. The refurbishment of 
the existing pre-war building demanded the creation of a new and easily recognisable spatial 
identity. Key elements comprise the off-form concrete reception counter, juxtaposed with 
old water-well at the lobby, new bathrooms with pendulous vintage lights, and a large trestle 
timber table at the dining hall, the 170 feet long meandering hallway that offers an adventure 
in the architecture and design.

Nomaps

ADAPTIVE REUSE
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Apple Vacations HQ serves as the head office for one of Malaysia’s leading travel agencies. 
Each floor’s concept is differentiated according to the regions they represent such as Asia 
travels and Western travels, using different colour schemes and materials. The newly extended 
4th floor (Management Department) was designed with a contemporary Japanese concept as 
requested by the directors who have always been very fond of Japanese culture. To reflect the 
Japanese architecture, a lot of natural materials were used such as solid wood, washi paper, jute 
and textured plastering to complement the directors’ existing collection of Japanese artifacts 
including pine tree trunks that were later turned into a grand conference table in a tatami room 
on the mezzanine floor.

DESIGNER
Patrick Chin Yoon Seong

CLIENT
Apple Vacations & 
Conventions Sdn Bhd

Apple Vacations 
Head Office

DESIGN INNOVATION - OPEN CATEGORY

JURY CITATION
The use of natural wood and other design elements enhances the warm and contemporary 
ambience, creating a welcoming effect.
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DESIGNER
Patrick Chin Yoon Seong

CLIENT
Thousand Miles PLT

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
1000 Miles is a 6 storey hotel situated along Jalan Tun H. S. Lee, Kuala Lumpur, catering 
to casual travellers from all over the world. Jalan Tun H. S. Lee is a very prominent street 
with many old buildings and structures since the late 1800s. The hotel was designed to take 
guests back in time through the history of the street with some old photographs and the 
transition of that street to how it has evolved today. To complement the theme, old style 
materials such as mosaic tiles, collapsible gates and the exposed raw brick wall were used. To 
add in a modern twist, some contemporary furniture was used and the laying of the tiles were 
designs of the current high-rise cityscape silhouette instead of the conventional patterns.

1000 Miles 
Hotel

DESIGN INNOVATION - OPEN CATEGORY

JURY CITATION
The building has been transformed into a simple, comfortable and unique hotel while 
maintaining the historical elements.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Great Eastern Life has a vision to create a fully integrated training centre, catering to the 
needs of its staff and insurance brokers for the central region of Peninsula Malaysia. Given 
the substantial area involved and the complexity of the brief in terms of space utilisation, 
a concept was devised with ‘The City’ as a theme. Individual components, such as training 
rooms, lectures theatres, cafeteria and ballroom, were then given urban-scape identities, 
such as The Village, The Amphitheatre, Bayside Dining and The Town Hall respectively. Each 
of these spaces within the 50,000 sqm area was then given specific design treatment to 
reinforce their identities; all linked by the ‘High Street’. This playful rather theatrical concept 
was implemented deliberately to provide an environment to put people at ease for their 
training, often the most daunting aspect of which, is role play.

DESIGNER
Martin Haeger

CLIENT
Great Eastern Life 
Assurance (M) Sdn Bhd

Great Eastern Life 
Training Centre

DESIGN INNOVATION - OPEN CATEGORY
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The main objective of this project is to propose and create a new identity for the JOHO 
Conceptual Store, combining various public spaces such as the JOHO Guerilla Store, 
MusiCafé and SoHo. The design had to solve existing problems while meeting the client’s 
requirements. The design concept for the JOHO Store is based on the idea of sound 
transmission, creating the “Sound Ripple”. Circular forms and shapes inspired by vinyl 
records are also applied to the interior spaces. The space planning has taken into account 
the traffic flows for functionality and practicality.

NAME
Hambal Aismat Bin Bukhory

COLLEGE / UNIVERSITY
University Teknologi MARA

JOHO Guerilla Store 
& Musicafe

STUDENT’S WORK

JURY CITATION
Able to present his ideas and design intent. Colour scheme and materials were well 
coordinated.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
This is a proposed new cultural experience tea art centre for Purple Cane, Malaysia. The 
site is located at Lot 8, Jalan Sultan, within the vicinity of Chinatown, Kuala Lumpur. The 
design is inspired by the company’s brand image. The Chinese word for “Purple Cane”, 
when translated into English, means “vine”, a climbing plant which grows from long 
stems characterised by “twining” patterns. The concept for the design is based on the 
growth of the vine which “twines” from the entrance of the shop lot until the end of shop 
lot, intertwining form with function.

Urban Tea Art Centre

NAME
Tien Jun Xiang

COLLEGE / UNIVERSITY
First City University College

STUDENT’S WORK

JURY CITATION
Created a warm ambience and demonstrated the use of wood in many ways.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
R&R (Recycle & Rewards) Café is a community retail store and also a place to share & 
create ideas. A recycling area is provided to encourage people use the reverse vending 
machine to promote community re-use and recycling initiatives. A rustic modern concept 
is applied for the retail store. The café has been designed with wide open spaces allowing 
natural daylight into the interior, while protective louvres around the windows control 
the penetration of sunlight to prevent the interior from overheating. The interior spaces 
are kept cool with an opening void for air ventilation and circulation.

R&R (Recycle & 
Rewards) Café

NAME
Ng Eugene

COLLEGE / UNIVERSITY
Taylor’s University

STUDENT’S WORK

JURY CITATION
Created a simple and open environment with the usage of various materials.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The design concept represents a dynamic vision of the future, with a combination 
of natural and futuristic design elements. Bringing greenery into the interior space 
creates an oasis in the building. The fusion of the green elements and the dynamic 
curved design, sculptural canopy with its cast shadows creates a strong contrast 
from every perspective. The full height glass windows maximise daylight for the 
interiors while providing panoramic views of the exterior.

Tapah Rest Stop

NAME
Wezian Ho

COLLEGE / UNIVERSITY
Inti International College Subang

STUDENT’S WORK
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Based on the “back-to-nature” concept, the design of this house takes it a step further 
by creating a place that can restore the dynamic balance of energy between nature and a 
quality lifestyle. The flow of energy throughout the house has been carefully considered 
through the manipulation of natural light, the design of the inner spaces in tandem with 
the activities of the space, and the innovative application of natural and raw materials. 
While most projects focus on the final outcome, this project emphasizes on the overall 
atmosphere and inner value that is created by the spaces.

INTERIOR DESIGNER
Fendarie Su

CLIENT
Foo Wen Pok

Foo’s Residence

MIID HOMEDEC RESIDENTIAL AWARD
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The Premier Interior Design Awards of Malaysia

MIID REKA AWARDS

INDUSTRY 
EXCELLENCE



The MIID REKA Awards 
for Industry Excellence 

2016 are awarded 
to Interior Builders, 

Product Manufacturers & 
Suppliers and Research 

& Development providers 
who have made significant 

contributions to the 
Interior Design Industry 

of Malaysia through their 
completed works, products 

or innovative research.

AWARD OBJECTIVES
• To recognise Interior Design Industry players who have made significant 

contributions to the Interior Design Industry.

• To acknowledge consistency and outstanding performance of an 
organisation within the Interior Design Industry and thereby elevating 
the standards of the Industry.

• To promote Quality Awareness within the Interior Design Industry 
through the adoption of Quality values in organisations and their 
products.

• In line with Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID)’s objectives 
to promote and enlarge the knowledge, study and practice of Interior 
Design and the related arts and sciences thereon.

2016 AWARD CATEGORIES - INDUSTRY EXCELLENCE
MIID REKA Awards for Industry Excellence 2016  
features 3 main award categories:

1. Interior Builders
• Office and Institutional
• Retail and Exhibition
• Food and Beverage
• Hospitality
• Residential

2. Interior Products

3. Research & Development

Organised by
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Being the Design Director and one of the founders of PDI, which was established 
in 1993, is no mean feat as it means heading the entire design department 
and overseeing numerous ongoing projects at the same time. PDI is one of a 
handful of interior design companies to achieve the ISO9001:2008 certification 
since 2002 and has won more than 25 design excellence awards, both local and 
international, since its inception. 

Armed with a professional diploma in Interior Design and Architecture, Ooi 
has propelled himself in the field, thanks to his keen eye for detail, passion and 
enthusiasm in design as well as belief in continuous improvement and personal 
development. He has produced designs that have won recognition through 
excellence awards in the various categories. In recognition of his outstanding 
achievement in the design profession, he was accorded the Design Award 2006 
for professional designers by Asia Pacific Space Designer Association. 

Having spent almost the last two decades honing his skills and techniques, 
Ooi specialises in commercial, retail and high-end residential projects. He 
is actively involved as a Vice President of the Malaysian Institute of Interior 
Designers (MIID), a government legislated institute which has contributed 
to the enhancement of the interior design industry in our region. Ooi looks 
forward to bringing fresher and more dynamic designs via his exposure. 

Ang was born in Kuala Lumpur, receiving formative education locally and later 
in Australia. Upon graduation from architectural school, he worked in Sydney 
and then in several offices in KL upon his return. He obtained registration 
as a Malaysian professional architect in 1998 and promptly then opened an 
architecture practice, coinciding perfectly with the Asian economic crisis.

Practicing as Chee Ang Architect (CAA), Ang also established CORE in 2013 
as a twin design office focused in the fields of architecture, interiors, urban 
design, identity and strategy design. CAA & CORE participates in projects of 
all scales, complexities and objectives; and is specifically interested in the 
design process, architectural technique and production as a mode of engaging 
contemporary cultural and urban conditions.

Ang is also active at the Malaysian Institute of Architects (PAM), serving 
several terms in Council and currently serving a second term as Vice-President. 
Earlier, he initiated and organised Datum:KL, an annual architectural 
conference series beginning in 2003 and to date, one of largest design events in 
Asia, as well as the Kuala Lumpur Architecture Festival (KLAF) in 2011. He has 
recently been appointed the KLAF 2017 Director.

Ang maintains a broad interest in art and culture in its various forms to 
support a strong conviction in architecture as an agency for progressive social 
organisation and political development.

It was not an easy task to judge the winners for this year’s 
REKA Award for Industry Excellence. There was a wide 
range of project types that varied greatly in terms of scale, 
from single showrooms to whole-hotel fit-outs. We also 
noticed quite a number of overseas projects done by our 
local companies, which is definitely good to see, as it is a 
testament to the quality of our local builders.

The work submitted was of very high quality, with an 
excellent display of skill and craftsmanship. We are very 
glad to see how these interior builders were able to carry out 
the various types of projects according to the visions of the 
designers, all within the typically tight delivery timelines.

Overall, we were impressed with the quality of submissions 
received, making it difficult for us to select the best. In the 
future editions of this award, we hope to see many more 
submissions, as we believe that there is a lot of quality 
work that is being done in the market, and deserves to be 
recognised.

This category is interesting as the role of the Builder is not 
often recognised in design awards such as these. Often, 
rightly or wrongly, we as designers bask in the mistaken 
myth of (us) designers as the sole and ultimate creator of 
projects. And yet this is far from reality. The quality and 
success of any great work relies in a large part with the 
talent and skills of the Builder too. Hence, I am pleased that 
MIID has created this category to recognise the critical role 
and input of the Builder. 

For this category, we the jury panel were very pleased 
with the diversity and range of projects submitted, and 
in particular, the strong and accomplished presentations 
of the work. We hope that the acknowledgement and 
recognition will encourage the industry further. 

Ooi Boon Seong
Vice President

Malaysian Institute of Interior Designers (MIID)

Ar. Ang Chee Cheong
Vice President

Malaysian Institute of Architects (PAM)

CHIEF JUDGE

THE JUDGES’ COMMENTS
MIID REKA AWARDS 2016 - INDUSTRY EXCELLENCE
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Born in Manila but now based in Cebu City, Architect and Interior Designer 
James Jao studied architecture at the University of Santo Tomas. After 
graduating from college, he went to Cebu and starting his practice and began 
building his reputation. 

Ever in the lookout for fresh ideas, Architect Jao attended the London School 
of Economics, earning a Master’s of Science Degree in City Design & Social 
Science, in 2005. Upon returning, he was fired up to spread the tenets of green 
architecture and sustainable living in the Philippines. He pioneered what he 
calls the “Eco-house”, a series of full-scale, livable models exhibited at the SM 
Mall of Asia and featured in the front page of the Philippine Daily Inquirer.

Since then, he has been actively designing projects that fuse modern 
aesthetics, climate-resistant strategies, and green materials and methods 
of construction (from residential works to masterplanned communities) and 
spreading his design and architectural philosophy in the Philippines, China, 
Singapore, Malaysia, South Africa, United Kingdom, and Indonesia, among 
others.

Being a leader in eco-architecture and sustainable development, he was 
elevated as Fellow by the United Architects of the Philippines in 2013. Currently, 
he is the National President of the Philippine Institute of Interior Design for the 
2015-2017 term.

Recently, his projects have been featured in Asian Dragon Magazine, Business 
+ Class Magazine in which he is the cover subject, as well as the Philippines 
Tatler Homes Volume 13, that features his critically-acclaimed “Kite House”.

Interior Builders are very important partners in the 
interior design profession. The concept of a designer is 
only as good or as great as the workmanship of the Interior 
Builder. This competition for Industry Excellence provides 
the Builders the avenue to showcase their high level of 
quality and skills to deliver projects in different categories 
with several levels of challenges given in each project 
brief.

From limited time, limited budget, to a multiplicity of 
skills required to create and interpret each designer’s 
artistry into the design, these Builders show their pursuit 
of excellence definitely paid off with the very impressive 
portfolio of submitted projects. The winners definitely 
deserve the awards.

 James Jao
President

Philippine Institute of Interior Designers (PIID)

The work submitted 
was of very high 
quality, with an 
excellent display of skill 
and craftsmanship; 
making it difficult for us 
to select the best.

MIID REKA AWARDS 2016 - INDUSTRY EXCELLENCE
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COMPANY
Can.I Interior Fit-Out Sdn Bhd

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The brand’s reputation for excellence and bespoke service is defined in every element of the tone, 
design and atmosphere at The St Regis Kuala Lumpur. Following strict guidelines and timelines, 
specific materials and colours were sourced, both locally and overseas. One of the highlights are the 
golden herringbone tiles in the wine cellar that was installed on a dome shaped ceiling with metal 
frames and expanded mesh, giving the room an impressive and unique appearance.

The St Regis, Kuala Lumpur

INTERIOR BUILDERS

JURY CITATION
Highly complicated and detailed interior work successfully put together by the Interior Builder to 
achieve the high-end expectations of the project.
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COMPANY
Skala Interior Contract Sdn Bhd

PROJECT DESCRIPTION
In this project, important rooms were fitted-out to create a regal look. In the general office 
areas, the original high volume interior spaces were successfully restored by creating false slabs 
and beams to conceal all M&E services. Existing architectural features such as windows, wind 
blocks, ornamentation, arches and mosaic flooring were restored and rejuvenated to reveal 
its original beauty. The interweaving of almost opposing elements, pieces of the past and the 
present, between the historical building and client needs, exudes a breathtaking harmony that 
can only exist when the designer’s imagination is moulded into solid life by hands of the most 
skilled craftsmen.

Pejabat DiRaja Johor, 
Bangunan Sultan 
Ibrahim Johor Bahru

INTERIOR BUILDERS

JURY CITATION
Successful execution of an interesting project to remodel an old building into a modern, royal 
space.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
A prestigious overseas project, Shangri-La at Hambantota in the South of Sri Lanka 
is the epitome of luxury interior fit-outs. Native to Sri Lanka, the use of teak wood 
throughout the grounds creates a warm and welcoming feel. Local handicraft was used 
in the interior fit-outs. The Watakeya weave, traditionally done by village handloomers 
was used for the TV panels in all the guest bedrooms, infusing the rich legacy of the 
country’s culture into the room design, creating a complete and all-round Sri Lankan 
experience for guests.

INTERIOR BUILDERS

COMPANY
Can.I Interior Fit-Out Sdn Bhd

Shangri-La 
Hambantota 
Resort & Spa 

@ Sri Lanka

JURY CITATION
An exemplary overseas project successfully implemented and delivered by a 
Malaysian company.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Experimenting with a new concept the designer calls ‘Industrial Glam’, the design combines 
contrasting industrial and glamorous elements in a harmonious fusion, resulting in a 
timeless and elegant space. The interior features a balanced composition of raw materials 
(cement, exposed bricks and natural wood), refined finishing (quartz, marble and glossy 
surfaces) as well as glamorous decor (crystal chandelier, leather, fur and mirrors).

COMPANY
The Roof Studio

The Roof Studio 
& Showroom

INTERIOR BUILDERS

JURY CITATION
The Builder implemented a creatively designed space with good detailing and workmanship.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Currently the largest mall in Mydin’s chain of 57 hypermarts, the goal was 
to create a brand new ambience and comfortable shopping experience for 
customers. The new interior was created to be more aesthetically pleasing, 
whilst being practical to accommodate the needs of shoppers. Close attention 
to detail was paid to bring the creative blueprints to reality. Collaboration with 
trusted and loyal sub-contractors as well as local sourcing of materials helped 
to expedite the fit-out process for on-time delivery.

COMPANY
Can.I Interior Fit-Out Sdn Bhd

Mydin Mall 
Bukit Mertajam

INTERIOR BUILDERS

JURY CITATION
Good coordination with all specialists to deliver a large-scale mall within the 
time frame.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The interior design of the expansive work space includes worktables without shelves 
or drawers, arranged in a casually haphazard manner, enabling TNS Malaysia’s staff 
to practice hot-desking. Flooded with natural sunlight, the colour of the work space 
emanates from the grey carpet, which is zig-zagged with bright swathes of yellow. 
Overall, the tone of the comfortable office is one that is locally-flavoured, retro-
inspired, yet thoroughly modern and contemporary. Despite the tight construction 
period, efficient and effective coordination with trade contractors enabled the 
project to be completed on-time.

COMPANY
PLM Interiors Sdn Bhd

TNS Malaysia Office

INTERIOR BUILDERS

JURY CITATION
An interesting, modern workplace executed with skillful workmanship. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Sleek and trendy, this residential project is designed with a modernised European theme that 
reflects the character of its young and urban inhabitants. Light neutral colours are balanced 
with the richer tones of the decor and furniture selections. Lighting fixtures are placed 
strategically over the spaces to provide dramatic lighting effects. The designer incorporated 
a wide variety of materials such as natural stone, timber, fabrics, glass, mirrors, metals 
and marble into the interior. Visually, these contrasting elements have given the residence 
immense character and intriguing aesthetics. 

COMPANY
The Roof Studio

Sun’s Residence 44

INTERIOR BUILDERS SHORTLISTED
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Elements is a modular and flexible furniture system, allowing unlimited combinations 
and configurations, without the need for customisation. The skin of the product 
allows different materials, colours and textures to be limitlessly combined, creating 
inspiring environments for work, meet-ups or stay. Power sockets and monitors can be 
integrated into the furniture, maximising user mobility. Elements is an ideal furniture 
concept for the modern business environment, providing cost savings, great design, 
acoustics and flexibility.

COMPANY
Interior Unlimited International Sdn Bhd

Elements

INTERIOR PRODUCTS

JURY CITATION
An interesting, flexible and multi-functional product well-suited for the modern 
business environment.
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SHARIFAH SUZANA SIMMONDS
OOI BOON SEONG

AR. HJ. ABDUL HALIM SUHOR
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LEONG TA WAH

SHARIFAH SUZANA SIMMONDS
C.I.S NETWORK SDN BHD

IFRAN YAZID
KANE CHONG

GRAPHIC DESIGN & LAYOUT
KANE + EIN
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MIID SECRETARIAT

SHARON CHOOI
YANIZ MOHAMAD FAISAL

IFRAN YAZID
ADILLA RAMALAN

ANIZA INTAN
SITI NURSYAFIQAH

MIID would like to thank all who participated in this 
year’s MIID HOMEDEC REKA Awards 2016 - Design 
Excellence and MIID REKA Awards 2016 - Industry 

Excellence, making it an exhilarating and unforgettable 
event in the pursuit of excellence in Interior Design. 
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